The Tree of Love (Barbara Cartland Pink Collection)

Devastated by the treachery of the woman
he loves, the Marquis of Kenworth leaves
London and the Prince Regents intimate
circle of pleasure loving friends, to join the
Duke of Wellingtons army as plain Captain
Ivan Worth. Facing hardship and the grim
reality of battle he is convinced that no
woman can ever be trusted to love him for
himself, rather than his title, and turns his
back on romance forever. Now, wounded
by a shell from a French gun, he is in Paris,
an invalid guest of his close friend the
Duke, waiting for his wound to heal and
nursing his broken heart. Into this house of
despair comes Shenda, the beautiful
daughter of Lord Linbury, who is orphaned
after the death of her esteemed, but poverty
stricken father. Alone in the world, she has
travelled to Paris to fulfill her fathers last
wish that she seek the protection of his old
friend, the Duke of Wellington. Still
celebrating his victory at the Battle of
Waterloo, the Duke quickly realises that
his new ward is young and innocent, as
well as beautiful. Knowing that his
reputation with women precludes Shenda
from staying in his own house, he sets her
the task of nursing Captain Worth. Despite
her patients rages and his obvious disgust
for women, Shenda enthusiastically sets to
work, using her mothers traditional herbal
remedies in place of the synthetic
medicines prescribed by the French
doctors. But are Shendas powers of healing
enough to make the cantankerous Captain
change his mind and allow her to stay? Or
will he cast her out onto the dirty, rough
streets of Paris? As she plays her music for
him, putting her heart and soul into every
piece, can she soothe his troubled mind as
well as heal the bullet hole in his shoulder?
Or will she be cast out onto the dirty streets
of Paris to fend for herself ?
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The Tree of Love (The BarbaraThe Pink Collection has 264 entries in the series. The Pink Collection Series. Barbara
Cartland Author (2008) (2007). cover image of The Tree of LoveThe Barbara Cartland Pink Collection is the amazing
160 new romances left by the prolific Barbara to her son, Ian, The Tree of Love by Barbara CartlandThis is in the usual
Barbara Cartland style, the tree in question being the maidenhair or ginko tree which is used in herbal medicines. My
complaint is that MissPrice, review and buy The Tree of Love (Barbara Cartland Pink Collection) at best price and
offers from . Shop Literature & Fiction at Brand:I enjoyed the storyline but must agree with Barger review. I have read
so many of Ms Cartlands books,its hard to rate the Pink Collection anywhere up with herMalaysia Online Bookstore:The
Tree of Love (The Pink Collection ) (Volume 74):Barbara Cartland:9781499532418:Books.Find helpful customer
reviews and review ratings for The Tree of Love (Barbara Cartland Pink Collection) at . Read honest and unbiased
productThe Tree of Love (The Barbara Cartland Pink Collection) Barbara Cartland in Books, Magazines, Fiction Books
eBay!The Ship of Love by Cartland, Barbara Paperback Book 9781905155064 NEW The Tree of Love (The Barbara
Cartland Pink Collection) Barbara Cartland.Barbara Cartlands huge back catalogue features hundreds of historical pure
romances full of An Introduction to the Pink Collection by Barbara CartlandThe Tree of Love (Barbara Cartland Pink
Collection) [Barbara Cartland] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Devastated by the treachery of: The Tree of
Love (Barbara Cartland Pink Collection) (9781906950231) by Barbara Cartland and a great selection of similar New,
Used andThe Tree of Love (The Barbara Cartland Pink Collection) (Paperbac Books, Comics & Magazines, Fiction,
Romance & Sagas eBay!Love Finds the Way (The Pink Collection) by Barbara Cartland Paperback $9.99. Only 9 left
in The Tree of Love (The Pink Collection) (Volume 74) BarbaraDevastated by the treachery of the woman he loves,
the Marquis of Kenworth leaves London and the Prince Regents intimate circle of pleasure loving friends,Devastated by
the treachery of the woman he loves, the Marquis of Kenworth leaves London and the Prince Regents intimate circle of
pleasure loving friends,
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